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peace with Spain, to a number of new enterprises, and to the
success attending the East India Company and the Russia
Company during the first half of the reign. Moreover the
incorporation of the Virginia Companies (1606), the settlement
of the Bermudas (1611), the revival of the African Company
(1618)5 and the beginning of Scottish colonization in Nova
Scotia (1620), all gave a temporary stimulus to trade.
When the depression came, towards the end of the reign,
contemporaries blamed the shortage of specie, mistaking effect
for cause. The slump seems to have been due mainly to the
impecuniosity of the Crown and the measures taken to alleviate
it; to the monopolistic system pursued both in domestic manu-
factures and foreign trade; and to causes beyond the control
of English statesmen, such as the outbreak of the Thirty Years
War. Throughout his reign James was in debt, and the un-
soundness of the national finances reacted upon private fortunes.
Unlike Elizabeth, James rarely repaid the money he borrowed,
and thus inflicted losses upon individuals out of all proportion
to the sums he himself had received. He lived in a kind of
vicious circle, because his failure to settle his accounts promptly
was offset by the exorbitant charges of merchants who risked
supplying him with goods. The king's pennilessness had other
unfortunate consequences because, when unable to reward his
favourites with presents of money, he often granted them mono-
polies or permitted them to accept bribes in order that others
should secure monopolies.
Monopolies were among the most prominent economic phe-
nomena of the time, and powerfully influenced both the indus-
trial life of the nation and its foreign trade. They may be
grouped into three categories: (i) sole right of supervision, such
as the right to license ale-houses or that given the duke of
Lennox to act as alnager of the new drapery; (2) the sole right
to use a process of manufacturing that was asserted to be either
new or revived after disuse—this would correspond to the
modern patent; and (3) the exclusive right of trading either
in some commodity or with certain foreign countries or locali-
ties. All these were liable to serious abuse, were the subject
of great contention at court and in the City, and were critically
examined in every parliament in James's reign.
The first great attack on monopolies, and in many ways the
most interesting of them all, occurred in 1604, when a bill was

